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Kafa'ah marriage is an attempt to balance several things between the future 

husband and future wife before marriage, so that does not happen kekecawaan 

from various parties in the absence of such a balance when after marriage. Kafa'ah 

marriage was not addressed by society, especially today's parents prefer their 

children to free choice of candidates. But the Islamic scholars and academic 

scholars still maintain that the Apostle guidance in the family.  

In a comparison, there must be equality. Therefore in this study aims to 

determine the similarities  kafa'ah understanding and application of marriage 

between Islamic scholars and academic scholars. Because, they have several 

different educational backgrounds, and different social communities. Kiai 

boarding school, teaching only for students-santrinya with, and give lectures on 

the surrounding community. Likewise, academic scholars who are also very high 

religion of science, but he taught in college without having a boarding school in 

his home. And this research is a sociological (empirical), the research based on 

social facts to prove anything that happens in society. With naturalistic paradigm 

or social definitions that have a purpose in doing research with comprehension 

(understanding), depiction (descriptive) and then the comparison (comparative). 

And with descriptive qualitative data analysis. 

The results showed Ulama pesantren and the kiai academics in the district of 

Pare, Kediri kafa'ah have equality in marriage is a balanced understanding 

between prospective husbands and wives of candidates in four cases that exist in 

the hadith kafa'ah, property or wealth, beauty and good looks , nasab or his 

descendants, and his religion. However, there is a difference in their application in 

prioritizing the elements kafa'ah. Pesantren kiai kafa'ah apply in choosing 

potential husband or wife for their children the main priority is religion, then 

nasab, treasure or richness and beauty or good looks last. Unlike academic 

scholars that more emphasis is on education issues, further the balance of 

thinking, religion, nasab, property or wealth and beauty or good looks last.  
 


